
 

CYBERCAFE   

Liquid Nitrogen Ice- 

Cream Demonstration 

Delicious ice-cream for you to try - created using liquid nitrogen. All ages 

Protein Lego & Animal 

DNA Bracelets   Hands- 

On 

Try your hand at DNA origami and identify the animal using its 

genetic code. 

All ages 

Cells to Skyscrapers Discover how we combine science and architecture to design 300m 

tall from timber. Find out why ‘wood is good‛, what makes it strong 

and how to stop it from burning. 

Age 7+ 

CRAZY CHEMISTRY   

Zinc Plating Coins 

Assisted Demonstration 

Turn a 2p coin into silver then gold! Age 7+ 

Flame Test 

Assisted Demonstration 

Learn how to identify metals through the colours produced by 

burning metal ions. 

Age 7+ 

Lava Lamps & Rainbow 

Water  Hands-On 

See how we can make homemade lava lamps with oil and water or a 

rainbow in a glass using saturated sugar solutions. 

All ages 

Electrochemical Writing 

Assisted Demonstration 

Write your name with a nail. Age 7+ 

Oscillating Reaction 

Demonstration 

Set your clock to a colourful chemical reaction. All ages 

Making Nylon 

Demonstration 

Find out how easy it is to spin your own nylon thread and see how long you 

can make it. 
Ag 7+ 

SLIME ZONE   
Cornflour Slime 

Hands-On & Messy!! 

Experience the amazing properties of slime made from cornflour 

and water.  Is it solid or is it liquid? 

All ages 

Clean Chemistry: 

Eco-batteries – Hands- 

on 

Solar Fuels – Hands-on 

Learn how batteries work in a refreshing way! 

Discover how to transform solar energy into chemical energy with 

a hydrogen car and compare solar fuels to classic renewable 

energy sources. 

 
7+ 

Dry ice & bicarb 

volcanoes 

Demonstration 

Create your own mini volcano using solid carbon dioxide or 

household ingredients. 

All ages 

“Power the World, 

Magnetic Levitation and 

She Loves Me, She 

Loves Me Not“ 

You can have a look inside a laptop battery and even better: build 

your own power plant out of fruits! Get excited by materials that 

start floating when you cool them down.  Come play with materials 

that absorb 800 times their weight in water, and others where 

water bounces right off! 

Age 7+ 

SMASH, CRASH & 

FLASH 

  

Going Cryobananas 

Demonstration 

Watch how liquid nitrogen affects the properties of everyday 

items. 

All ages 

A Material World Explore, feel and enjoy coloured, gooey and shining materials you 

can touch and change.  Explore light and matter in our dark room 

and take home colourful are you have created. 

Age 7+ 

MODEL ZONE   
Molecular Modelling 

Hands-On 

Build your own molecular model of different chemicals. All ages 

Element Trail 

Hands-On 

Test your chemistry knowledge by finding the posters and working 

out the clues.  Correct answers win a prize.  (Sheets from the 

Welcome desk outside the BMS or Balloons & Prizes desk in the 

Model Zone. 

8+ 

Beautiful Chemistry 

Video 

Take time out to watch and appreciate the wonder and beauty of 

science. 

All ages 

 


